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Skyrim alchemy guide most expensive potions

I just finished my house (as part of the DLC) and have a good scale garden and alchemy room. How can I use these points to make the best gold-worthy iksir? It is recommended to merge this article or section with Alchemy (Skyrim) because: Most of the information is already on the home page. (Discuss) Because this article or section should be considered immediately: Parts of
this page need to be rewrited correctly and appropriate for a wiki of style. Please only improve this article and remove this notification once it is finished. This article or chapter is not written in the official tone expected from the introduction of an encyclopedia, that is, it is heavily based on speech and unprofessional verbiage. Perspective can be written from a first or second party
point of view when the third person is indirectly required. See the style sheet and writing guide for suggestions. Main article: Alchemy (Skyrim) is effective for leveling alchemy, earn money, and is paired with Enchanting and Smithing when in powerful armor and gunwork. Obtaining materials[edit | welding] Due to a wide variety of materials, obtaining them can be time consuming
and, depending on the substances, expensive. However, it is possible to help collect materials. Obtaining materials from sellers[edit | source edit] Skyrim Alchemy Sellers will allow most Dragonborn to get certain materials from images in shops without cost or result. In addition, the stock displayed throughout the stores will be respawn every ten days, providing frequent stock of
some hard-to-find materials. For this to happen, each vendor requires a task to complete: Merchant perk[edit | edit resource] Various items cannot be purchased from vendors without merchant speech perk. These ingredients include: Harvest Pearl Pearls [edit | source edit] with the addition of Elder Scrolls V: Dragonborn, Pearls and Little Pearls can be harvested pearl oysters
located off the coast of Solstheim. Leveling Alchemy[edit | source edit] How alchemy works mechanically[edit | source edit] Alchemy skill increases in proportion to the value/cost of the inceded iksir. The value of the elik depends on the following characteristics: Type of effect – A slow effect is valuable, while the Damage Health effect is inexpensive. The strength of the elixin (in %
or duration), which is determined by the skill level, perx and magical clothing. If the elixir has multiple effects that occur when the components used in the elixir have similar effects, even if the effects change inches (such as Damage Health and Restore Health). Valuable single effects[edit | source edit] Some effects contribute more values than others. Some of the most valuable
are: The iksirs containing these effects are generally more valuable in terms of skill scoring. Valuables[edit | source edit] Specific there are additional modifiers and are especially valuable for creating effective iksirs. These include: Giant's Toe Salmon Roe approval Giant's Toe[edit | edit source] When a Fortify Health iksir is used, the giant inx insert adds almost five times the base
value of an iksir. A player character with sufficiently high Alchemy skills can create iksirs, including a giant inki with a value of over 4,000. Most traders will most likely not be so golden at hand unless the talking skill tree is at a high enough level. Leveling process[edit | source edit] Making many iksirs at the same time is an effective method for leveling. Buffs - Thief accelerates
guardian stone alchemy skill development 20%, such as the benefits of a good night's sleep (+ 10% Well Rested or +15% for Lover's Comfort). Elixir effects – There are no Fortify Alchemy elixirs in the game. Using alchemy skill to make the continuously fascinating fortify better iksir, alchemy fortify to make better gear, charming fortify to make better iksir, and so on, you will quickly
level alchemy skill. Example of leveling[edit | source edit] One way to level alchemy to 100 includes the following steps: Alchemy skill level 1-75 – It is recommended to purchase skills from Arcadia in Whiterun. After purchasing a single level of skill, a sneaker and pickpocket gold back. If it is always done and with a pair of pickpocketing investment points, you can get their Alchemy
for free at a level of 75. If done in the game earlier, this can all be done simultaneously, as pickpocket leveling + alchemy leveling will potentially be the level that a player can train more quickly. The player can collect Giant's Toes and Wheat during this period and make enough acquisitions to sell Arcadia to cover the costs of their purchasing skills. Alchemy skill level 76-90 - it is
recommended to buy skills from Babette Dark Brotherhood. Even though he's hundreds of years old, he can't pickpocket him because he's considered a child. You also need to make a Dev's Toes/ Iksir with Wheat alchemy skill level found 90-100 - there are 5 skill books and 3 tasks that increase alchemy skill, including one that raises 5 points. This alchemy skill will increase the
rest of the way. 272[edit | source edit] Alchemy can be easily leveled using the restoration iksir cycle. The process is as follows: Materials for various restoration iksirs, and fascinating iksirs can be obtained through alchemists and harvesting during exploration. Effective bonus stacking of multiple gear parts can be captivated by Fortify Alchemy. With equipment equipped, a Fortify
Restoration iksir can be created. The elixir can be used later. The player can see the armor un-equip and re-equip and take part in the effect. 3-5 steps can be repeated until the gear is high enough according to the player's intentions. Once this is achieved, a Fortify Enchanting exchange can be made with a bonus in force. Fortify Enchanting could be after the iksir Another set can
be used and fortify alchemy gear can be created. With all active iksir effects eliminated, the old fortify alchemy gear can be removed and replaced with the new fortify alchemy gear. Next, it is just a matter of obtaining or buying multiple reagents. Note: If steps 3-5 are repeated enough, you can maximize alchemy from 15 with the creation of a simple iksir. With the introduction of 15
talents back to a legendary skill, this process can increase a player's level, allowing each successful iksir to quickly get an alchemy and all the bonuses within a few hours at the fascinating table. Tips: If the strengthening alchemy spell is too high, the generated iksirs are synchronized at a normal speed. In this case, the process needs to be restarted and fewer loops in steps 3-5. A
good rule of thumb is that if the gear value is a negative number, it is usually very high. It is a very good idea to get Tester Perk maxed and eat up to one ingredient before resetting alchemy. It can create a wider range of iksirs without a trial and error. Make money[edit | source edit] Overview[edit | source edit] Alchemy is arguably the longest time and cost-effective way to make
Skyrim money; The ability to earn money is limited to money from each seller (which in turn is a function of time), players and iksirs are strangely perks priced by the game over time. In general, making money from the acquisitions is determined as follows: Expenses (cost of raw materials, time to collect materials or travel to sellers), effectiveness of the Iksir-beer process and the
basic value of the ingredients made and the ability to sell the acquisitions over time (that is, to find a trading route that allows sellers to resupply their money when entering them). To reach level 100 Alchemy, it is required to insulate about 200,000 septims at the value of the iksir. At the early 10th of Level 10, he could be earning over 1,000 from a single yxir. For example: 100 or
more Chaurus Eggs can be removed from a single dungeon infested by Falmer, and a simple walk on the outskirts of Whiterun at twilight can provide several Luna Moth Wings. This results in a highly valuable invisibility potion. Also, the salmon roe combination, Garlic, and Scandinavian Mussels make the most expensive base iksir, but requires Elder Scrolls V: Hearthfire.
Expenses[editing | resource editing] Buying raw materials from sellers is often efficient because it avoids most of the time cost related to finding many raw materials in the wild. However, for rare substances, a lot of time can be lost traveling to certain traders. In general, you should buy each substance (except elemental salts) in shops for about 60 fewer septims, as a return rate is
astronomically high even for the weakest of the types of iksir. There is virtually no correlation between the cost of a material or the potential value of the rarity and the ixir you can create from it. In fact, some of the most expensive and rare ingredients make the lowest value iksir and vice versa. Giant's Toe (cheap but somely rare) has the potential to create the highest value iksirs
in the game, especially at low levels (Giant's Toe + Wheat + Creep Cluster). Like another way to cover the starting expenses together by slightly increasing the player's alchemy level: as a tutorial, the entire spider egg Frostbite Spider must be taken from the nest. After coming out, many Blue Butterflies can be seen going to Riverwood and Whiterun. These can also be collected.
The nearest beer stand arcadia's Cauldron can be used and the reagents can be indulgents together. The gold made here can often be used to pay for additional ingredients for other, more advanced recipes. Home ownership is another valuable investment for busy alchemists: it provides a convenient storage location for iksirs, materials and buff equipment. Skyrim is the most
affordable house breezehome whiterun for 5000 basic houses, 500 more for an alchemy room. With Hearthfire DLC, the player can easily grow the most valuable iksirs in the garden and materials for respawning every 3 days in the greenhouse. For a 5000 Gold and homing of a Morthal, Falkreath or Dawnstar jarl, you can get a step up the land with enough material for a garden
with a small house and fertile soil 11 pitches. Owning all 3 of Skyrim's construction sites gives 33 fertile soil sites, which is enough to make more iksirs than you can sell without putting points on the Speech perk tree. The same general tips used for beer process[edit | source edit] Leveling apply to increase its ixirability with a high seller price: enthusiasts and fortify alchemy gear will
help develop iksirs willing to buy both sellers. However, it should be remembered that each seller has a limited amount of money, and it is possible to empty the seller's pockets with a single sediion. One way to fill in a merchant's available gold is to wait 48 hours or take advantage of it: Buy, save, attack, and reinstall the record. As mentioned earlier, the base value of an iksir does
not always reflect the seller's price, but for a better selling price than a return that a seller wants, it may be more strongly inked. Ways of selling and trading[edit | source edit] All vendors in the game, even bonuses, have a limited amount of money; Thieves have deep pockets of 'Guild fences (about 4,000 septims), but even very valuable iksirs will drain quite quickly. Once
calculated and produced in the most valuable iksirs, the remaining effort will be spent developing trading routes that will allow each seller to fill their money as the player comes around to sell their goods. Alternatively, players can save a trader's inventory immediately after a trade, kill the trader, and just re-recorded game- it resets both available gold, and inventory He's a
merchant. This significantly times out against fast travel from place to place and the loading times associated with them. Advanced Alchemy-Enchanting-Smithing Power-Crafting[edit | source edit] Step 1: Set first Alchemy enthusiasts[edit | source edit] Usually the player can spell a series of four items with a skill fortification (Alchemy and Fortify Smithing fortify only; Fortify
Enchanting exists only as an iksir). +25% Fortify Alchemy spells can be added to a ring, a necklace, gloves/bracers and a circle. The effect should be on four parts of magical equipment. If you don't get the maximum +25% bonus, just complete it at +20% instead, the player may need to install the patch on Xbox or PS3. Step 2: Create powerful Fortify Enchanting Elixirs[edit |
source edit] A Fortify Enchanting elixir can be made with suitable materials (Hagraven Claw, Snowberries, and Spriggan Sap are a few simple reagents that can be purchased). This should be done with all the fascinating materials and armor at hand, as the effects of the iksirin last only 30 seconds. With this iksir, a spell will be possible +29% for Fortify Alchemy and +29% for Fortify
Smithing gear (29% the best buff possible without exploits). With dual effect charming perk, it can serve three double missions: a ring, a necklace and gloves/bracers will hold both spells. Put on your new Alchemy gear. Step 3: Create stronger Fortify Smithing Elixirs[edit | source] +29% with alchemy gear, you will be able to create a +147% Fortify Smithing elixirs and 37% Fortify
Enchanting elixirs. With +29% Fortify Smithing gear and +147% Fortify Smithing iks, you'll be able to create and develop powerful weapons and armor. Use 37% Fortify Enchanting iksir to further improve this gear. Gear.
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